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IEEE Power Electronics Magazine

Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques are emerging as powerful methods in advancing the
frontier of power electronics and motor drives. In the December 2020 issue of IEEE Power
Electronics Magazine, Prof. Bimal K. Bose briefly explains AI and its fundamental elements in
the article “Artificial Intelligence Techniques: How Can it Solve Problems in Power Electronics.”
Besides describing the basic AI elements, such as expert systems (ES), fuzzy logic (FL), and
artificial neural network (ANN), the article also provides an example application in each area.

Read the entire issue!

IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics (TPEL)
The February 2021 Issue brings you 9 2 papers on the latest research in power electronics:
from Controls in Power Electronics through Wireless Power Transfer!

February Papers with Active/Multimedia Content
Read the papers then check out the included multimedia!

Turn-on Delay Based Real-Time Junction Temperature Measurement for SiC MOSFETs With
Aging Compensation by Fei Yang, Shi Pu, Chi Xu, and Bilal Akin

https:
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=https://conta.cc/3pVnVkD
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=January+2021+IEEE+PELS+Publications+and+Products+News%3A+https%3A%2F%2Fconta.cc%2F3pVnVkD
https://www.linkedin.com/sharing/share-offsite/?url=https://conta.cc/3pVnVkD
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9296920
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/mostRecentIssue.jsp?punumber=6570649
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9296920
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/mostRecentIssue.jsp?punumber=6570649
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/tocresult.jsp?isnumber=9207773&punumber=63
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9140407/
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/37086445740
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/37086262802
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/37086309039
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/37265639900


A video file that verifies the accuracy of the proposed online junction temperature
measurement method by comparing the estimated Tj with the IR camera measurement
results.

Delivering Smooth Power to Pulse-Current Battery Chargers: Electric Vehicles as a Case in
Point by Mahdi Bayati, Mehrdad Abedi, Maryam Farahmandrad, and Gevork B. Gharehpetian

A supplemental file provides further explanations of the boards and electronic elements,
design and stability of the DC-DC stage based on bode diagrams, and control system of
the DC-AC stage.

IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics Letters
Thirteen TPEL Letters are featured in the February 2021 Issue. The topics include the most
recent development and new concepts on the modelling of power converters and devices,
measurement, control, as well as new converter topologies. In addition, the letters cover
applications including Power IC, wireless power transfer, motor drives, reliability, multilevel
converters and medium voltage applications. Please enjoy reading those very interesting short
articles, which we are sure will help to inspire new ideas without taking much of your time to
read!

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/tocresult.jsp?isnumber=9207773&punumber=63

IEEE Open Journal of Power Electronics (OJ-PEL)
In our inaugural year, OJ-PEL’s goal was to publish 20
papers on IEEE Xplore. We not only met our goal last
June but doubled it by the end of the year! OJ-PEL
continues to surpass expectations with one of IEEE’s
quickest submission to publication turnaround time for
open access journals: 5 to 6 weeks.
 
OJ-PEL is compiling our published papers into topic-
based collections posted on our PELS’s social media
pages. These posts increase interest in our journal and
encouragee authors to submit even more papers. OJ-
PEL is currently working on our first special “issue”: a
compendium in collaboration with ITRW. If this call
proves popular, look for additional special
compendiums in the future!
 
OJ-PEL hopes to become a key open access journal in
the power electronics field. Each paper we publish will
help OJ-PEL obtain a high impact factor when we
complete our third year in publication, and IF will apply
retroactively to all our papers. Submit your papers today
and see how OJ-PEL grows in 2021!

#IEEE #PELS #IEEEXplore #IEEEPELS #OJPEL #2020 #ieeepelspubs #powerelectronics
#ITRW #compendium

Read the entire OJ-PEL catalog!

IEEE Journal of Emerging and Selected Topics in
Power Electronics (JESTPE)

Have you read our December 2020 Issue yet? In addition to a Special Issue on Nonlinear
Dynamics in Power Electronics-Enabled Energy Systems, check out our papers with active
content!

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9130939/
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/37085793960
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/37271670200
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https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/tocresult.jsp?isnumber=9207773&punumber=63
https://www.ieee-pels.org/publications/ieee-open-journal-of-power-electronics
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/mostRecentIssue.jsp?punumber=8782709&rowsPerPage=50&pageNumber=1
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/mostRecentIssue.jsp?punumber=6245517


A Smart Autonomous WPT System for Electric Wheelchair Applications With Free-Positioning
Charging Feature by Ahmed Azad, Reza Tavakoli, Ujjwal Pratik, Benny Varghese, Calvin
Coopmans, and Zeljko Pantic

Provides a promotional video made by Utah State University College of Engineering that
demonstrates the operation and features of the smart electric wheelchair system
presented in the journal paper.

A Power Management System for Electromagnetic Energy Harvesters in Battery/Batteryless
Applications by Mahmoud Shousha, Dragan Dinulovic, Martin Haug, Tomislav Petrovic, and
Abdelmomen Mahgoub

Includes a video demonstrating the operation of the system described in the article.

IEEE Transactions on Transportation Electrification
(TTE)

TTE focuses on components, sub-systems, systems, standards, and grid interface technologies
related to power and energy conversion, propulsion, and actuation for all types of electrified
vehicles including on-road, off-road, off-highway, and rail vehicles, airplanes, and ships.
Prospective authors are invited to submit original contributions or survey papers-- including
papers published in a Conference Record or Conference Proceedings of a conference
sponsored by any of the sponsoring IEEE societies of TTE (PELS, IAS, PES, VTS, IES, and
RS) with new results added.

The journal currently has an open call for the “Special Issue on Novel Hybrid and Electric
Powertrain Architectures” with a submission deadline: February 2021. Guest Editors for
this SI include Dr. Saeid Haghbin from Elbind Elektronik AB, Sweden; Dr. Amir Sajjad Bahman
from Aalborg University, Denmark; and Dr. Hao Chen from Tesla, USA.

The Special Issue on More Electric Aircrafts  is now available on IEEE Xplore! Watch out for
recently closed issue on Failure Analysis and Prevention in Electrified Transportation
Applications in December.

More information about the upcoming Special Issue and other submission details are available
at https://www.ieee-pels.org/publications/ieee-transactions-on-transportation-electrification. 

Review IEEE PELS Videos? Volunteers Needed
Can you help IEEE PELS review basic power electronics instructional videos?

Find out more and sign up at: Video Reviewer

Complete a single review or become a regular reviewer! We appreciate your time and
expertise!

PELS Social Media
Want to be in on the latest in PELS? Take a break from writing and reading papers and find us
on your favorite social media!

Follow IEEE PELS Facebook Page
Link with IEEE PELS on LinkedIn
Tweet us back at IEEE PELS' Twitter Account
Friend us on Instagram!
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Did you miss our past Newsletters?
We post all PELS Products Newsletter's on the PELS Products' Page. Read any newsletters
you missed or reference them again!
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